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‘In skul I lern 2 spel very dey’ 

 
As teachers we are adept at interpreting spelling errors. Occasionally, however, we 
encounter a spelling error that is so bizarre it challenges even the most proficient 
‘interpreter’.  

 
‘Da ghici is in da wather’ 

 
Reading this sentence, it is clear that something is in the water, but what?? The word 
‘ghici’ is in fact, ‘fish’. 

 
‘gh’ = ‘f’ sound as in cough 

 
‘ci’ = ‘sh’ sound as in magician 
 
Poor spelling is generally a feature of Dyslexia and can be difficult to alleviate. Below are 
some strategies which are useful in dealing with spelling difficulties: 
 

 Record and analyse pupils’ spelling errors 
 

Keep a copy on the desk, and as you are correcting work, jot down the words that pose 
difficulty for the pupil. Note any patterns that emerge – phonemic errors, prefixes, 
suffixes, particular letter strings, high frequency words. Build up a bank of problem / 
difficult words. These can be written on personal flashcards and into a personal pupil 
dictionary.  
 

 High Frequency Words 

Provide pupils with a list of high frequency words in alphabetical order e.g. Dolch List or 
Fry’s 300 Instant Sight Words.  
Fry’s list can be downloaded from www.literacyconnections.com. There are lots of useful 
ideas on this website for creating ‘word walls’ and teaching the spelling of high frequency 
words. 
 
Use visual cues to support spelling. These will help pupils recall difficult words. 
 

                                                                  
a slice of bread       milk for the baby       a present from my friend 
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 Visualisation / Internal Rehearsal 

 Write the word on the board or on a flashcard 
 Draw attention to letter strings, unusual letter pattern 

     night – night 
 If possible draw a visual cue for the word   

                           
 

 Pupil traces over the word with index finger while saying each letter and the 
whole word when finished 

                    n – i  - g – h - t    night 
 Pupil traces the word in the air, arm and hand extended in front reciting each 

letter and whole word as before. (sky writing) 
 Encourage pupil to close eyes and ‘take a picture’ of the word in their mind. Talk 

through the word with the pupil as they are doing this, unusual letter strings etc., 
 Pupil writes the word in their mind 

 Pupil writes the word in their copy 
 Check spelling 
 

 Mnemonics 

 
Mnemonics are useful to assist memory and recall of unusual spelling patterns: 

‘because’ – big elephants can always understand small elephants    

‘said’ – santa arrives in December        
 
 

 Visual Associative Approach 
 

Draw attention to words within words and develop visual associations. Teachers are very 
familiar with ‘headake’ and ‘toothake’ 
teacher gets an ache when there is a lot of noise 
This technique can help pupils to remember words with unusual letter patterns. 
 
 

 Fernald Approach 
The systematic development of phonological skills contributes to good spelling.  To use 
the Fernald Approach it is essential that the pupil is able to identify, count, segment and 
blend syllables. Teach the rule: Every syllable must have a vowel. 
 

 Teacher says the word e.g. establish 
 Pupil repeats the word and counts the syllables 
 Teacher writes the word and underlines the syllables. Draw attention to vowels. 
                          es tab lish 

 Pupil traces over each syllable with index finger while saying the word 
 Pupil covers the word and writes each syllable saying the word slowly 
 Encourage pupil to visualise the word, syllable by syllable 



 Write the whole word from memory 
 Check the spelling 
 

 Have-a-go-pad 

Encourage pupils to make an attempt at spelling problem words rather than asking for 
the spelling every time. Highlight any part of the word that the pupil spells correctly and 
acknowledge effort. The correct spelling is written into the personal pupil dictionary. 

 
Name:  

1st try 2nd try Correct Spelling 

   

   

   

   

 

 Subject Walls / Vocabulary Lists 
 

It is useful to display subject specific words on wall charts or to provide pupils with 
subject wordlists to assist them in their written work. For older students it is useful to 
have vocabulary notebooks in each subject. 
 

 Look-Copy-Trace, Picture -Write-Check 

 
It is recommended to teach this method of learning spellings systematically and to make 
parents aware of the steps involved as otherwise the process can simply become a 
homework exercise in transcription. With practice pupils become very proficient in the 
steps involved in a multi-sensory approach to learning and teaching spellings. A 
designated spelling copy is useful. 
 
Words for spelling are written clearly at the top of the page. 
The pupil is encouraged to: 

 look at the word, read the word aloud and spell the word aloud, saying the whole 
word at the end.  

 copy the word a number of times, each time spelling aloud and saying the whole 

word at the end. 
 trace the word with his/her finger, each time spelling aloud and saying the whole 

word at the end. 
 close his/her eyes and to picture the individual letters of the word. 
 turn to the back of the copy and write the word from memory 
 checks the spelling 

 
A chart can be compiled with above steps and visual cue beside each one. This chart 
can be displayed in a prominent position in the classroom and miniature copies provided 
for pupils’ spelling copies e.g  



The process may be repeated if errors occur. As pupils’ spelling improves, it may not be 
necessary to use all of the steps in the process, however it is important to continue to 
encourage pupils to read, write and picture the words. As spelling is largely a visual 
exercise it helps to write spellings rather than requesting pupils to spell aloud. To 
reinforce spellings pupils should have a spelling practice notebook in school and get in 
to the daily routine of writing the previous night’s spellings in to the notebook first thing 
each morning. A buddy system is useful to check spellings. 

 
 

 Simultaneous Oral Spelling – SOS 
 

The pupil spells the word aloud as they write. As they get older, pupils will spell the word 
in their head. This verbalisation technique is also useful when writing dictated sentences. 
 

 Spelling Rules 

 
Spelling rules are useful. Rather than teaching rules in isolation, it is best to teach the 
rules as particular words occur in the pupils’ reading or writing e.g. city 
 
Soft ‘c’ rule – ‘c’ goes soft and makes an ‘s’ sound when it is followed by e, i. or y. 
 
Encourage pupils to be word detectives and to look for words-within-words, prefixes, 

suffixes, patterns and rule breakers. 

Look                  

Copy                      

Trace                    

Picture                

Write                   

Check                     



 

 Cursive Handwriting 
 
Cursive handwriting provides a rhythm and flow to handwriting strokes and aids memory.  
 

 Pocket Speller / ACE Spelling Dictionary 
 

For pupils who have persistent spelling difficulties, these spelling aids can be very 
useful. 

 
Pocket Speller 

A handheld Pocket Speller contains spelling corrections for approximately 100,000 
words. The pupil types in his/her best phonetic spelling approximation; the correct 
spelling or a list of alternative words will appear on the screen depending on the pupil’s 
phonetic spelling ability. Pocket spellers usually contain a list of commonly confused 
words, a databank of names and numbers, a calculator and word games such as 

anagrams, memory games and help with crossword solutions. 

For younger pupils or those who have difficulty with phonetic spelling a Children’s 
Talking Dictionary and Spell Corrector may be useful. The pupil speaks the word aloud 

and the correct spelling with the definition appears on the screen. 

Pocket Speller -   www.franklin-uk.co.uk     Easons Bookshops      Argos Catalogue 

Children’s Talking Dictionary and Spell Corrector  -  www.franklin.com  

 

The Aurally Coded English - ACE Spelling Dictionary 

The dictionary classifies words according to the initial letter, first vowel and the number 
of syllables. Using this index system the pupil is referred to the page where the problem 
word is found. The dictionary contains more than 16,000 words including a 
comprehensive list of commonly misspelt words. The ACE Dictionary is suitable for older 
pupils.To use the ACE Spelling Dictionary, a knowledge of syllables and short and long 

vowel sounds is necessary. 

Moseley,D.(1995) ACE Spelling Dictionary. (2nd Edition) Cambridge: LDA. 

ISBN: 1855032147 

www.otb.ie              www.amazon.co.uk  

 

Ins choo ol Il earn tos pel lever yd ay 
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